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INFO

This manual is valid for SMARTneo and SMARTneo-pro control boxes.
Firmware version: 1.12.5
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1

QUICK REFERENCE
INFO

The Quick Reference is not a substitute for the product documentation.
For your own safety, read the complete product documentation before connecting the
devices to form a cascaded network and putting it into operation.

Required components

For detailed instructions, see chapter 6.1 on page 13
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Fig. 1:

Required components

1

1 hand control 

2

2 control boxes

3

2 to 4 drives

4

1 cascading cable

5

2 power supply cables
Optional: 1 or 2 external sensors
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Cascaded network with 2 drives

For detailed instructions, see chapter 6.3.1 on page 16
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Cascaded network with 3 drives

1

For detailed instructions, see chapter 6.3.2 on page 17
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Cascaded network with 4 drives

1

For detailed instructions, see chapter 6.3.3 on page 18
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Performing the reference drive

For detailed instructions, see chapter 6.4 on page 19

O73

Resetting the control box to factory

For detailed instructions, see chapter 8 on page 20
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2 GENERAL INFORMATION
The product documentation consists of this manual and a series of other applicable documents. A full list
can be found in chapter 2.1 Other applicable documents on page 8.
For your own safety, read the product documentation before forming a cascaded network and putting it into
operation. You must keep the product documentation for as long as the product remains in your possession.
Ensure that all product documentation is provided to any subsequent owners of the product. Further information and product support is available at http://www.logicdata.net.
This manual is subject to change without notice. The most recent version is available at http://www.logicdata.net.

2.1

OTHER APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
• Datasheet for the SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box
• Datasheet for the installed hand control 
• Datasheet for the installed drive
• Operating manual for the SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box
• Operating manual for the installed hand control 
• Operating manual for the installed drive
• Optional: Datasheet and operating manual for the LOG-PRT-DMS-LD / LOG-PRT-DMS-300
sensor

2.2 COPYRIGHT
© May 2018 by LOGICDATA Electronic und Software Entwicklungs GmbH.
All rights reserved, except for those listed in chapter 2.3 Royalty-free use of images and text on page 8.

2.3 ROYALTY-FREE USE OF IMAGES AND TEXT
After purchase and full payment of the product, the running texts and graphics in Chapter 3 Safety may be
used free of charge by the customer for a period of ten years from delivery for the preparation of the end-user documentation for the height-adjustable table in which the devices were installed.
This license does not include logos, design and page layout elements of LOGICDATA. The customer may
make any necessary changes to the texts and graphics in order to adapt them to the purpose of end customer
documentation. The texts and graphics may not be sold, neither in modified nor in unchanged form. The
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texts and graphics may not be published or sublicensed digitally. The transfer of this license to third parties without the permission of LOGICDATA is also prohibited. Full ownership and copyright to the text and
graphics remains with LOGICDATA. Texts and graphics are offered in their current state without warranty
or promise of any kind.
Contact LOGICDATA to obtain texts and graphics in an editable format.

2.4 TRADEMARKS
Documentation may include, but is not limited to, the representation of registered trademarks of goods or
services, as well as information about copyright or other proprietary expertise of LOGICDATA or third parties. In all cases, all rights remain exclusively with the respective copyright holder.
LOGICDATA® is a registered trademark of LOGICDATA Electronic und Software GmbH in the USA, the
European Union, and other countries.

3 SAFETY
3.1

TARGET AUDIENCE

This manual is intended for qualified personnel. Refer to chapter 3.8 Personnel requirements on page 12
to determine whether personnel are qualified.

3.2 GENERAL SAFETY GUIDELINES
Read all safety guidelines in full. Failure to comply with these guidelines may be dangerous or illegal.
• Protect all devices from unauthorized access
• Do not attempt to open devices at any time
• Do not drop or otherwise damage devices at any time
• Check components for obvious defects before each commissioning
• Ensure installation and maintenance is performed by qualified personnel (see chapter 3.8
Personnel requirements on page 12)
• Obtain written approval from LOGICDATA if you wish to convert or modify a device
• Operate the devices according to the technical specifications and under the specified ambient
conditions. See also chapter 2.1 Other applicable documents on page 8
• Do not operate devices in potentially explosive atmospheres
• Observe all relevant national occupational health and safety regulations, as well as national
safety and accident prevention regulations
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3.3 INTENDED USE
Please refer to the manual of each device in the cascading system to determine its intended use (chapter 2.1
Other applicable documents on page 8).

3.4 EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS AND SIGNAL WORDS
Safety notices are indicated by a combination of symbols and signal words. The signal word indicates the
extent of the hazard.

DANGER

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious
injury.

WARNING

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious
injury.

CAUTION

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE

Indicates a situation that could result in damage to the product through electrostatic
discharge (ESD).

NOTICE

Indicates a situation that will not lead to personal injury, but could lead to damage to
the device or the environment.

INFO

Indicates the protection class of the device: Protection Class III.
Protection Class III devices may only be connected to SELV or PELV power sources.

INFO

Indicates important tips for handling the product.
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3.5 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
LOGICDATA Electronic & Software Entwicklungs GmbH assumes no liability and no guarantee
for damages if:
• Devices are used for purposes other than the intended uses described in their respective operating manuals. See also chapter 3.3 Intended use on page 10
• Changes are made to the devices without first having obtained approval from LOGICDATA
• Components are mounted incorrectly
• Components are operated while they are in a defective condition
• Components are exposed to harmful chemicals
• Components are operated outside of the technical specifications and specified ambient conditions. See also chapter 2.1 Other applicable documents on page 8
• Devices are operated alongside outdated documentation

3.6 RESIDUAL RISKS
Residual risks are the risks that remain after all relevant safety standards have been complied with. These
have been evaluated in the following risk assessment. The symbols and signal words used are listed in chapter 3.4 Explanation of symbols and signal words on page 10.

3.7 RESPONSIBILITIES
3.7.1

RESPONSIBILITY DURING ASSEMBLY

The exact responsibilities of the installation personnel during the installation process is defined in each
device’s operating manual. See also chapter 2.1 Other applicable documents on page 8.

3.7.2 RESPONSIBILITY OF THE OPERATOR
NOTICE

Damage due to incorrect use
Before each operation, ensure:
•

All cables are properly connected

•

All required drives are ready to be operated
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3.8 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
WARNING

Risk of injury through incorrect installation
Only qualified personnel have the expertise to complete the installation process safely.
Installation by unqualified personnel can lead to personal injury.
•

Ensure that only skilled persons are allowed to complete the installation

•

Ensure that persons with limited ability to react to danger do not take part in the
installation

Only personnel who can be expected to reliably carry out the described instructions are classed as qualified.
Training

Definition

Qualified personnel

Qualified personnel are able to identify risks and avoid hazards that may
occur during the assembly of the cascaded network and its components.
Their knowledge is based on specialist training, education, and experience.

4 SCOPE OF DELIVERY
The scope of delivery depends on configuration of the cascading system. It may vary depending on the components used. See also chapter 6.1 Required components on page 13.

5 ASSEMBLY
NOTICE

Damage caused by unauthorized or faulty components
Before installation, ensure:
•

All components are compatible with LOGICDATA devices

•

All components are free of defects.

You can find installation instructions for each individual device in its operating manual. See also chapter 2.1
Other applicable documents on page 8.
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6 CREATING A CASCADED
NETWORK
Two steps are necessary to produce a cascaded network:
1. Connection of components, see chapter 6.3 on page 15
2. Performing a reference drive, see chapter 6.4 on page 19

6.1

REQUIRED COMPONENTS

The following components are required for a cascaded network with two control boxes:
Quantity

Component

1

Hand control 

2

SMARTneo or SMARTneo-pro control boxes

up to 4

Drives. Only one type of drive (e.g. SLIMdrive-660s) can be used in each network

1

LOG-CBL-SMARTneo-SYNC-1000 cascading cable

2

Power supply cables

Optional:
Quantity

Component

up to 2

LOG-PRT-DMS-LD or LOG-PRT-DMS-300 external sensors

6.2 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE CASCADED NETWORK
Before you create a cascaded network, make sure that the following requirements are met:
• The SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control boxes, the drives, and the hand control were professionally installed
• All drives are of the same type (e.g. SLIMdrive-660s or SLIMdrive-500)
• The control boxes are set to factory settings (see chapter 8 Resetting to factory settings on page
20) or have been correctly parameterized
• The drives are ready to be operated
• The voltage supply corresponds to the specifications on the respective type plate
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6.2.1 CONTROL BOX CONNECTIONS SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro
6
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Fig. 2:

SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box

1

DIN plug socket for the hand control (HS)

2

Mini-Fit socket for drive 1 (M1)

3

Mini-Fit socket for drive 2 (M2)

4

Socket for external sensors (only available on SMARTneo-pro) (SENS)

5

Mini-Fit socket for the cascading cable (COM/DC)

6

Socket for the power supply cable (AC)

6.2.2 HAND CONTROL
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Fig. 3:

Hand control 

1

Memory position keys

2

Display

3

Memory Key

4

Desktop up key

5

Desktop down key
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6.3 CONNECTING COMPONENTS
A maximum of four drives can be connected to a cascaded network with two control boxes.
WARNING

Risk of electric shock
Touching live parts can lead to injury through electric shocks.

CAUTION

•

Do not open any devices

•

Check devices and cables for defects before assembling the cascaded network

•

Replace defective devices if necessary

•

Do not immerse devices or cables in liquid

Risk of tripping, falling, or slipping
Unsecured objects on the floor of the assembly area can lead to minor or moderate
injury from tripping, falling, or slipping.
•

CAUTION

Keep the working area free from obstructions

Risk of pinching
Drives move slightly during the start-up process (including resets). Your fingers may
be pinched between parts.
•

Keep fingers away from moving parts

•

Ensure that no persons or objects are in the table’s range of motion
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6.3.1 CASCADED NETWORK WITH TWO DRIVES
1. Connect the first drive to a SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box (M1)
Connect the second drive to the second SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box (M1)
2. Connect the two control boxes using the cascading cable (COM/DC)
3. Connect the hand control to a control box (HS)
4. Connect each control box to a separate power supply cable (AC)
5. Connect the power supply cables to the power supply
▸▸ Each control box emits two short clicks
▸▸ The display on the hand control shows

OOO

Optional for SMARTneo-pro control boxes: Connect up to two LOG‑PRT‑DMS‑LD / LOG‑PRT‑D
MS‑300 external sensors
Further information on the external sensors can be found in their operating manuals.

INFO

When a hand control is connected to a cascading system for the first time, the control
box it is connected to becomes the master. The other control box is the slave.
If you wish to change which control box is the master, a factory reset is required.
See also chapter 8 Resetting to factory settings on page 20 and chapter 13 Lexicon
on page 22.
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6.3.2 CASCADED NETWORK WITH THREE DRIVES
1. Connect two drives to a SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box (M1 and M2)
Connect the third drive to the second SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box (M1)
2. Connect the two control boxes using the cascading cable (COM/DC)
3. Connect the hand control to a control box (HS)
4. Connect each control box to a separate power supply cable (AC)
5. Connect the power supply cables to the power supply
▸▸ Each control box emits two short clicks
▸▸ The display on the hand control shows

OOO

Optional for SMARTneo-pro control boxes: Connect up to two LOG‑PRT‑DMS‑LD / LOG‑PRT‑D
MS‑300 external sensors
Further information on the external sensors can be found in their operating manuals.

INFO

When a hand control is connected to a cascading system for the first time, the control
box it is connected to becomes the master. The other control box is the slave.
If you wish to change which control box is the master, a factory reset is required.
See also chapter 8 Resetting to factory settings on page 20 and chapter 13 Lexicon
on page 22.
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6.3.3 CASCADED NETWORK WITH FOUR DRIVES
1. Connect two drives to the first SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box (M1 and M2)
Connect two drives to the second SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control box (M1 and M2)
2. Connect the two control boxes using the cascading cable (COM/DC)
3. Connect the hand control to a control box (HS)
4. Connect each control box to a separate power supply cable (AC)
5. Connect the power supply cables to the power supply
▸▸ Each control box emits two short clicks
▸▸ The display on the hand control shows

OOO

Optional for SMARTneo-pro control boxes: Connect up to two LOG‑PRT‑DMS‑LD / LOG‑PRT‑D
MS‑300 external sensors
Further information on the external sensors can be found in their operating manuals.

INFO

When a hand control is connected to a cascading system for the first time, the control
box it is connected to becomes the master. The other control box is the slave.
If you wish to change which control box is the master, a factory reset is required.
See also chapter 8 Resetting to factory settings on page 20 and chapter 13 Lexicon
on page 22.
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6.4 PERFORMING A REFERENCE DRIVE
A reference drive allows drives to be retracted or extended to a parameterized reference length.

CAUTION

Risk of injury from moving parts
Ensure that all drives are secured during the reference drive.

1. Ensure that the control boxes are connected to the power supply
2. Ensure that the hand control is connected to a control box
3. Press the Desktop down key on the hand control
▸▸ The drives start up at reduced speed
▸▸ Hold the key until the desktop reaches its lowest position. This is indicated by an
audible click.
▸▸ The display on the hand control shows the parameterized value of the drives, e.g.:

O73

▸▸ Wait for at least 3 seconds (5 seconds if an external sensor is connected). During
this time, motor detection is completed and saved.
▸▸ Reference drive is complete

NOTICE

Risk of damage to the system
Ensure that all drives are moving in the same direction and are adjusting the height
of the desktop during the reference drive. Misaligned drives may cause damage to the
system.

7 CHANGING A CASCADED
NETWORK
7.1

REPLACING A CONTROL BOX

To exchange control boxes in an existing cascaded network, proceed as follows:
1. Reset both control boxes to factory settings, see chapter 8 on page 20
2. Disconnect the control boxes from the power supply
3. Rebuild the cascaded network, see chapter 6 on page 13
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7.2 REPLACING A DRIVE
To replace drives in an existing cascaded network, proceed as follows:
1. Disconnect the current drive from the control box
2. Connect the new drive to the control box
3. Perform a reference drive, see chapter 6.4 on page 19

8 RESETTING TO FACTORY
SETTINGS
You can reset the control box to its factory settings using the hand control.
1. Ensure the control box is connected to the power supply
2. Ensure the hand control is connected to the control box
1

3. Press keys 1, 2, and Desktop up simultaneously for approx. 3 seconds

2

S 5

▸▸ The display shows the menu S 5 (Settings 5)
4. Press the Desktop down key to go through the menu

S O

5. The display shows S O

SAVE

6. Press the Memory key to save the settings
▸▸ The control box is reset to factory settings
7. Disconnect the control box from the power supply
8. Disconnect the hand control from the control box

9 UNGROUPING A CASCADED
NETWORK
1. Reset the control boxes to factory settings, see chapter 8 on page 20, starting from step 3
2. Disconnect the control boxes from the power supply
3. Disconnect the cables
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10 MAINTENANCE
The SMARTneo and SMARTneo-pro control boxes, as well as the hand control, are maintenance-free.

10.1 CLEANING
• Clean the components with a dry or slightly damp cloth
• Do not use chemical cleaning agents

11 MALFUNCTIONS
Error code /
malfunction

E7O

Possible cause

Solution

The configuration of

Disconnect the control boxes from the power sup-

the drives has been

ply for approx. 30 seconds

changed

Reconnect the control boxes to the power supply
Perform a reference drive,
see chapter 6.4 on page 19

E93

Cascading errors

Check all plug connections
Check all cables and replace defective ones if
necessary
Check control boxes and replace defective ones if
necessary

The control box does

The control box is not

not respond to inputs

defined as the master

via the hand control

Disconnect the hand control from the control box
Reset the control box to factory settings,
see chapter 8 on page 20

The control box is

Contact customer services

defective
For further information, or if you are experiencing problems that are not covered in this chapter, refer to
the operating manual of the hand control and the operating manuals of the SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro
control boxes.
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12 DISPOSAL
The SMARTneo / SMARTneo-pro control boxes, as well as the installed hand control, are
subject to the WEEE Directive 2012/19/EU.
•

Dispose of all components separately from household waste. Use designated collection
points or disposal companies authorized for this purpose

13 LEXICON
Term

Definition

Single control box

A control box that is not parameterized for cascading. It may only be operated
as an individual control box.

Cascading

Cascading is a system that enables the synchronous operation of multiple
drives. Two control boxes are connected to each other for this purpose.

Master

In the cascading system, the master is the control box that was first connected
to the hand control. Input via the hand control is only possible via the master.

Single Mode

Single Mode a control box setting for boxes that can be cascaded, but are only
operated as an individual control box.

Slave

In a cascading system, the slave is the control box connected to the master.
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